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The Celebrity Tweet DirectoryJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Tweet along with your favorite celebs!


	Divided by category with celebrities listed in alphabetical order so you can easily find your favorite celeb, The Celebrity Tweet Directory tweets you to conversations with hundreds of well-known actors, comedians, singers, politicians, sports figures, and more. With this handy...
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Wireless Home Networking SimplifiedCisco Press, 2006

	Using today’s wireless networks, you can save money, become more productive, and even have more fun! Now, there’s an easy, fully illustrated step-by-step guide to wireless networking for your home: Wireless Home Networking Simplified.


	 

...
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IT Services Portfolio Management Best Practice HandbookEmereo Pty Ltd, 2008
If you support an organization that wants to improve the performance of complex IT portfolios to achieve both immediate and strategic goals or are responsible for and oversee many projects that are contractually required to produce measurable results; you will be pleased to find that this book serves as both a roadmap and a checklist for...
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Programming Microsoft  Visual Basic  .NET Version 2003 (Pro Developer)Microsoft Press, 2004
The first edition of Programming Visual Basic .NET has been one of the most popular .NET books since its release in April 2002. Many readers have reviewed it on Amazon. com, citing it as one of the best .NET Framework books they’ve encountered. It is often the only Visual Basic book in Amazon’s list of top sellers in the Computer and...
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My iPhone (Covers iPhone 3G and 3GS) (3rd Edition)Que, 2009

Step-by-step instructions with callouts to iPhone images that show you exactly what to do.

 

Help when you run into iPhone problems or limitations.

 

Tips...
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Wireless Networking HandbookNew Riders Publishing, 1996
Many organizations utilize traditional wire-based networking technologies to establish connections among computers. These technologies fall into the following three categories:

• Local area networks (LANs)
• Metropolitan area networks (MANs)
• Wide area networks (WANs)

LANs support the sharing of...
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CompTIA Network+ N10-005 Authorized Cert GuideQue, 2011

	Learn, prepare, and practice for exam success

	
		Master Network+ exam topics
	
		Assess your knowledge with chapter-ending quizzes
	
		Review key concepts with exam preparation tasks
	
		Practice with realistic exam questions on the DVD


...
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Hibernate: A Developer's NotebookO'Reilly, 2004
Hibernate is a lightweight object/relational mapping service for Java.  What does that mean? It's a way to easily and efficiently work with  information from a relational database in the form of natural Java objects.  But that description doesn't come close to conveying how useful and  exciting the technology is. I'm not the only...
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Biology Of Genetic Dominance (Molecular Biology Intelligence Unit)Landes Bioscience, 2006
The word dominance, in the context of genetics, has been used for long time applied to characters or to alleles. A dominant character masks the expression of an alternative form. This loose definition would even apply when these alternatives are not determined by alleles of the same locus. In turn, a dominant allele refers to an alternative version...
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The Treatment of Disease in TCM, Vol. 5: Diseases of the Chest, Abdomen & Rib-sideBlue Poppy, 1998

	This is the fifth volume in the seven-volume series titled The Treatment of Disease in TCM authored by Philippe Sionneau and Lu Gang. In this volume, Sionneau and Lu discuss the TCM disease causes and mechanisms, pattern discrimination, treatment principles, formulas and their modifications, and acupuncture and moxibustion for a wide variety...
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iPad ProgrammingPragmatic Bookshelf, 2010

	
		Hold an iPad in your hands and you'll know what the fuss is all about. Select an app and the device disappears as you find yourself immersed in the experience--the iPad defines a new category for devices. iPad Programming shows you how to build apps for the iPad that people will love to use.

		

		This...
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Frommer's Costa Rica 2013 (Frommer's Color Complete)Frommers, 2012
	
		Full-color throughout, with a free full-color foldout map and a new Natural World chapter with photos. With Frommer's in hand, you'll experience the wonder of Costa Rica's amazing biodiversity, as we point out the best places to see hundreds of unique, colorful species of animals and plants.
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